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Third Party Litigation Funding in Family Law Cases1 
 
 

Introduction 
 
 

More than a decade ago, in an article entitled ‘Litigation Funding for “Big Money” Divorces: 
an Assessment of Legal Risk,’2 an assessment was made of the validity of the following 
litigation funding transaction.  A divorcing couple are respectively a high earning and asset 
rich husband and a stay at home wife with very little in the way of independent income or 
capital.  The wife may well have sacrificed her career for the interests of her husband and 
children and this may be the reason why she is relatively impecunious.  In the divorce and 
family provision proceedings the husband is able to command the assistance of a very 
specialist team of lawyers able to command extremely high fees for their work.  This is not an 
implied criticism of the charging practices of lawyers who do this kind of work because the 
job of marshalling the husband’s assets in proceedings like these may call for a very high 
degree of expertise and many charging hours of labour.  The wife on the other hand cannot 
afford to pay for such representation and may be forced to go to a ‘High Street’ firm of 
solicitors unable to provide a service rivalling the husband’s team.  There is an obvious 
inequality of arms between the parties and a very real risk that the wife will be forced to 
accept an unfavourable settlement because her representatives are ‘outgunned’ by their 
opponents.3 
 
Into that breach stepped a number of private banks who offered divorcing spouses of limited 
present means but good prospects of recovering a substantial settlement a litigation loan to 
fund their financial provision application.  The loan was not necessarily repayable from the 
settlement although in a great many cases there was no other source from which repayment 
could realistically have come.  At that time there had also been judicial blessing from Wilson 
J (as he then was) in Sears Tooth v Payne Hicks Beach4 for an assignment by way of charge of 
a portion of a party’s eventual settlement to solicitors to discharge that party’s liability for 
legal fees.  The authors of the article referred to above opined that in the case of the litigation 
loan there was no significant risk of the lender’s support for the financial provision 
proceedings being invalidated on the ground that it was vitiated by maintenance and 
champerty.  It was emphasised, however, that this was subject to the caveat that the funder 
left the funded spouse and his or her lawyers free to manage the litigation as they thought 
best and did not attempt in any way to ‘take over’ the running of the litigation.  This was how 
the balance between the impecunious spouse’s frequently dire need of access to justice and 
the real concern that the legal process could be abused by persons pursuing an altogether 
different agenda, could be maintained. 

 
1 The author expresses indebtedness to James Willan of Essex Court Chambers for information about the 
unsuccessful party’s application for leave to appeal in the case the main subject of this comment.  
2 David Capper and Lisa Glennon, ‘Litigation Funding for “Big Money” Divorces: as Assessment of Legal Risk’ 
(2007) 26 (Oct) CJQ 447. 
3 A. Frost, ‘Limits of Advocacy’ (2009) 59 Duke L.J. 447, at 500 – “When the resources and abilities of opposing 
parties are lopsided, the adversarial system will fail to produce accurate results.  The wealthier, sophisticated, 
repeat-player litigants will usually win; the poorer, outgunned, one-shot litigants will lose, regardless of the merit 
of their cases.” 
4 [1997] 2 FLR 116. 



 
The authors tested the validity of these litigation loans in divorce cases against the extensive 
jurisprudence built up in the 1990s and 2000s on the subject of third party litigation funding 
in non-family civil litigation.  In these cases a third party provided financial support for 
litigation in return for an agreed share of any damages the funded party recovered.5  This 
went further than the private bank litigation loans necessarily did so that it may not follow 
automatically that this form of third party funding is valid in family law proceedings.  There 
seems always to have been a sense in which family law proceedings were somewhat different 
from civil litigation in the Queen’s Bench or Chancery Divisions.  Differences included the non-
availability of conditional fees in family law proceedings and the usual practice of not making 
costs orders against either party. 
 
In this context the decision of Knowles J in Akhmedova v Akhmedov6 is important.  Although 
not in terms a divorce case, actually proceedings brought to enforce a financial provision 
award, this decision provides strong support for the view that third party litigation funding is 
legitimate in family law proceedings.  From the jurist’s perspective the refusal of leave to 
appeal might be considered disappointing as an appellate court judgment on the validity of 
third party litigation funding in family proceedings would certainly have been valuable.  
However the view advanced in this comment is that, give or take a few reservations about 
certain of her ladyship’s dicta, the judgment is an authoritative endorsement of third party 
litigation funding in this area.     
 
 

Akhmedova v Akhmedov – Facts, Decision and Comment 
 
 

The applicant wife brought these proceedings to enforce a financial provision award of some 
£453.5million made in her favour by Haddon-Cave J in December 2016.  The husband had 
made no voluntary payments under the award and only about £5million had been recovered 
pursuant to other enforcement proceedings.  The husband had apparently transferred some 
£106million to the couple’s son who was also alleged to have assisted his father in placing 
assets beyond the wife’s reach.  The divorce and financial provision proceedings between the 
couple had been long and bitter involving multiple court hearings, several of which had 
involved challenges by the husband to the jurisdiction of the English courts to make financial 
provision orders against him.  The specific proceedings with which the issue of third party 
funding of family law proceedings was concerned were brought by the wife against the son 
under section 423 of the Insolvency Act 1986 and section 37 of the Matrimonial Causes Act 
1973 to recover assets unlawfully disposed of and to restrain further disposition of assets. 
 
In these proceedings the son sought an injunction to restrain the wife from instructing lawyers 
funded by Burford Capital, a well-known and London-listed  litigation funding company, which 
was an adherent to the Association of Litigation Funders (‘the ALF’)’s Code of Conduct 

 
5 See Giles v Thompson [1994] 1 AC 142 (HL); R (on the application of Factortame Ltd) v Secretary of State for 
Transport, Local Government and the Regions (No 8) [2002] EWCA Civ 932, [2003] QB 381 (CA); Hamilton v Al 
Fayed (No 2) [2002] EWCA Civ 665, [2003] QB 1175 (CA); Arkin v Borchard Lines Ltd [2005] EWCA Civ 655, [2005] 
2 Lloyd’s Rep 187 (CA); Massai Aviation Services v Attorney General [2007] UKPC 12 (PC). 
6 [2020] EWHC 1526 (Fam). 



endorsed by the Civil Justice Council.  The two principal issues in the proceedings were 
concerned with what standing the son had to seek an injunction and the legality of the 
litigation funding arrangements.   
 
Before addressing these issues it should be explained that the wife entered into a deed of 
assignment of all her rights in these claims to the funder.  By clause 3(1)(b) of the assignment 
she retained full control over the litigation unless she defaulted in making a payment to the 
funder when that was due.  The wife’s solicitor gave unchallenged evidence that she decided 
what steps to take in the litigation and gave instructions to lawyers who acted solely for her.  
The funder was consulted about steps and decisions in the litigation but did not control those 
proceedings in any way.  None of the wife’s rights to privilege were waived.  The assignment 
was revoked during the course of the present proceedings but only, it seems, because the 
grant of security to the funder was perceived to create potential difficulties in the 
enforcement of the court’s orders in foreign jurisdictions.  This information is included 
because the extent of the funder’s influence over the conduct of litigation goes to the 
enforceability of the funding agreement. 
 
 
The Standing Issue 
 
In essence the question here is, assuming that the wife’s funding agreement was 
unenforceable on the ground of maintenance and champerty, what right did this give the son 
to seek an injunction restraining her from continuing the litigation with the assistance of 
litigation funding?  Maintenance and champerty are no longer either criminal offences or 
torts in England and Wales but the rule of public policy against litigation support having a 
tendency to corrupt the civil justice system lives on.7  The authorities cited above8 validated 
the funding arrangements in issue there because they did not have a tendency to corrupt 
justice, leaving some scope for challenging funding agreements that do.  But to what extent 
may the defendant in civil proceedings challenge those proceedings on the ground that they 
are being unlawfully maintained? 
 
As Professor Devonshire has recently shown an applicant’s right to seek injunctive relief has 
expanded considerably in recent times beyond the need to show a cause of action which if 
successful would entitle the claimant to final relief at trial in the form of a permanent 
injunction or damages.9  The son argued that he had a right to prevent legal proceedings being 
brought against him which were contrary to public policy.  Knowles J, correctly it is submitted, 
held that notwithstanding the expansion in the availability of injunctive relief in recent times, 
the son had demonstrated no right of any recognisable kind to an order restraining the 
bringing of these proceedings against him.10  Citing Martell v Consett Iron Co Ltd11 her ladyship 
stated that the maintenance of an applicant is no defence to the claim.12  The son had not 

 
7 Criminal Law Act 1967 s14(2). 
8 N 4. 
9 Peter Devonshire, ‘Re-Examining The Siskina Doctrine: Recent Developments’ (2020) 39(3) CJQ 237, citing inter 
alia, Cartier International AG v British Sky Broadcasting [2016] EWCA Civ 658 (CA).   
10 [2020] EWHC 1526 (Fam), [47-53].    
11 [1955] 1 Ch 363, at 421 (Jenkins LJ) (CA). 
12 [2020] EWHC 1526 (Fam), [47]. 



applied for the proceedings against him to be stayed but even he had, citing Stocznia Gdanska 
SA v Latreefers Inc,13 the potential unenforceability of a funding agreement between the 
parties to it was no reason to regard the proceedings to which it relates as an abuse.14  This 
last statement may not be entirely correct.  If a funding agreement is vitiated by maintenance 
and champerty it has to be on the ground that it is an abuse.  It has to have a tendency to 
corrupt the civil justice system.  A better explanation of why maintenance and champerty is 
generally no ground for a stay, and therefore provides no basis for an injunction, comes from 
the decision of the Supreme Court of Ireland in O’Keeffe v Scales.15  The holding in that case 
was that it was generally better not to stay an allegedly maintained cause of action but to 
allow the case to proceed to trial and let the defendant seek a third party costs order if it 
won.16  That the latter decision comes from a jurisdiction very hostile to third party litigation 
funding renders it even more to the point in the present context.17     
 
 
The Legality Issue 
 
Some of the arguments advanced by the son against the legality of his mother’s funding 
arrangements seemed like an attack on third party litigation funding in general.  To that extent 
these arguments were in pursuit of a lost cause.  The arguments against litigation funding in 
family law proceedings had marginally greater prospects of success if only because there has 
been no specific previous authority stating that these proceedings lay within the purview of 
litigation funding.  Even there the son was faced with the difficulty that the wife’s section 423 
and section 37 actions were not in terms family law proceedings but proceedings to enforce 
the judgment of Haddon-Cave J.  Knowles J acknowledged this but proceeded on the basis 
that the question of whether litigation funding could be used in family law proceedings was 
engaged. 
 
The principal argument against third party litigation funding in family law cases stemmed from 
section 58A of the Courts and Legal Services Act 1990.  This provision prohibits lawyers 
entering into conditional fee agreements with clients in family law proceedings.  Counsel for 
the son argued that conditional fees made the settlement of proceedings more difficult 
because lawyers often found themselves in a conflict of interest and duty situation.  As 
payment was conditional upon the client obtaining a successful outcome lawyers might be 
inclined to recommend acceptance of a settlement offer to ensure they received payment for 
their work rather than holding out for the best outcome the client might reasonably expect 
to get.  This, of course, is a conflict experienced by lawyers in all kinds of civil litigation but it 
was argued that it carried particular force in family law proceedings.  The judge was referred 
to the debate in the House of Lords on 26th January 1999 and the arguments advanced there, 
which were accepted by the Government, as to why conditional fees should be kept out of 
family law proceedings.  As Knowles J summarised the concerns expressed they were:- 
 

 
13 [2000] EWCA Civ 36, [2001] BCC 174 (CA). 
14 [2020] EWHC 1526 (Fam), [48].  
15 [1998] 1 IR 290 (SC). 
16 D. Capper, ‘Staying a Maintained Cause of Action’ (1998) 114 LQR 563. 
17 D. Capper, ‘Third Party Litigation Funding in Ireland: Time for Change?’ (2018) 37(2) CJQ 193. 



“(a) that the ethos of family proceedings was to limit costs and acrimony by seeking 
compromise and avoiding adversarial stances; 
(b) it was often difficult in family proceedings to define who had won or lost; 
(c) ancillary relief claims are not the same as claims for debt or for compensatory 
damage since the court’s discretion means that there is seldom a precisely predictable 
result; and 
(d) the court would not be able to exercise its control over the costs of matrimonial 
litigation if it were not privy to the detail of funding arrangements.”18 

 
The first impression this presents is that if there is a less clear winner and loser in family law 
litigation then the risk of an adverse result leaving a representative unremunerated is less in 
family law proceedings than other litigation.  However if it be assumed that there is ground 
for concern  in the family law field that lawyers operating on conditional fees might put their 
remuneration before their duty to the client, the concern about litigation funding is a concern 
about another stakeholder in the litigation improperly using its influence to ensure a return 
on its investment.  Although Knowles J was correct in principle to accept third party litigation 
funding in family law proceedings and correct to accept it in these proceedings, not everything 
she said in this judgment entirely alleviates concern about inappropriate influence on the part 
of litigation funders. 
 
The judge’s endorsement of litigation funding in family proceedings begins with the bottom 
line concern about access to justice.  It is all very well quibbling about the potential for 
corruption of justice when some parties are entirely without the means to seek financial 
provision in the first place.  Knowles J referred to the decision of Moor J in Young v Young,19 
a case worth detailing to get a sense of the nature of the problem.  The financial provision 
proceedings in that case ran for six and a half years and ended with a 20 day hearing.  The 
husband had self-represented as part of a calculated plan to create as much difficulty for the 
wife as possible in tracing his assets.  He had served six months in prison for contempt of court 
due to his failure to provide full and frank disclosure of his financial position.  The wife’s 
overall costs in the litigation were in the region of £6.4million, much of this received from 
litigation funders, and her solicitors and counsel at the hearing were acting for her on the 
explicit understanding that they would only be paid if she received a significant lump sum.   
 
The risk of litigation funders improperly influencing legal proceedings they support is not 
intrinsic as is the concern expressed above about lawyers on conditional fee arrangements 
putting their fees before the interests of the client.  Everything depends here on the extent 
of the funder’s ability to control the proceedings.  As to this Knowles J cited the judgment of 
Snowden J in Davey v Money20 where the judge expressed the matter as follows:- 
 

“the crucial issue appears to be whether the non-party can exercise excessive control 
or influence over the conduct of the proceedings in such a way as, for example, to 
suppress evidence, influence witnesses, or procure an improper settlement.”21    

 

 
18 [2020] EWHC 1526 (Fam), [68].  
19 [2013] EWHC 3637 (Fam), [2014] 2 Costs L.O. 136, referenced at [2020] EWHC 1526 (Fam), [71]. 
20 [2019] EWHC 997 (Ch). 
21 Ibid, [78], referenced [2020] EWHC 1526 (Fam), [36]. 



Knowles J expressed confidence that litigation funded by an adherent to the ALF’s Code of 
Conduct would not present significant risk of corrupting justice.22  The present case was very 
different from Excalibur Ventures LLC v Texas Keystone Inc,23 a debacle it is difficult to imagine 
occurring where the funder is a Code adherent.  As to the funding arrangements in the 
particular case the deed of assignment and the unchallenged evidence of the wife’s solicitor 
about the funder’s control of this litigation has already been referred to.  Knowles J saw no 
reason to enquire further into the actual funding arrangements as operated by the parties to 
the funding agreement in view of Burford’s status as a responsible funder and the son’s failure 
to provide any evidence of prejudice to himself aside from the funding agreement being 
allegedly champertous.24 
 
No issue can really be taken with anything the judge stated above.  However one statement 
of the learned judge appears to go too far.  It was argued by the son that the wife had ceded 
significant control over the litigation to the funder.  Knowles J referred to the unchallenged 
evidence of the wife’s solicitor on that matter25 and then went on to say that:- 
 

“With respect to settlement, I observe that even if the Wife was required to obtain 
Burford Capital’s consent before settling her enforcement action, that would appear 
to be a perfectly proper protection for Burford Capital as funder and would not tend 
to corrupt justice.”26      

 
While bearing in mind the need not to read the words of a judgment like they were contained 
in a statute this statement would appear to go too far.  The ALF Code at paragraph 9.2 requires 
the funder not to take any steps that cause or would likely cause the litigant’s solicitor or 
barrister to act in breach of their professional duties.  Paragraph 9.3 prohibits the funder from 
trying to influence the litigant’s solicitor or barrister to cede control or the conduct of the 
dispute to the funder.  A requirement to obtain the funder’s consent to settlement would 
surely cede control over the litigation to the funder as well as being in breach of a solicitor’s 
or barrister’s professional duties.  It is strikingly at variance with the unchallenged evidence 
of the wife’s solicitor about the way the funding agreement worked in this particular case.  Of 
course it will often make sense to get the funder’s feedback on settlement offers and entirely 
proper for the funder to have a right to be consulted about settlement or other significant 
steps in the litigation.  Funders have much expertise in litigation so that another view may 
well be helpful in making a decision about settlement that is in the client’s as well as her legal 
representatives’ interest.  They have made a significant investment in the litigation so should 
be kept informed in recognition of this.  But any kind of right to veto a settlement or dictate 
settlement terms takes it beyond its proper role.27 
 
It has been stated above that there was no specific authority prior to Akhmedova v Akhmedov 
that litigation funding was compliant with maintenance and champerty law in England and 

 
22 [2020] EWHC 1526 (Fam), [45]. 
23 [2016] EWCA Civ 1144, [2017] 1 WLR 2221, referenced [2020] EWHC 1526, [43-44).  See D. Capper, ‘Litigation 
Funder’s Liability for Costs’ (2017) 36 CJQ 287. 
24 [2020] EWHC 1526 (Fam), [72].  
25 Ibid, [60]. 
26 Ibid. 
27 This issue is discussed further in D. Capper, ‘Third Party Litigation Funding in Ireland: Time for Change?’ (2018) 
37(2) CJQ 193, 210-212. 



Wales.  One authority to the effect that it is not compliant with maintenance and champerty 
is the decision of Ng J in the High Court of Hong Kong in Re A.28  However it is very clear that 
this decision simply reflects the state of the law in Hong Kong.  Maintenance and champerty 
remain crimes and torts in that jurisdiction and litigation funding for arbitration proceedings 
was specifically provided for by the Arbitration and Mediation Legislation (Third Party 
Funding) (Amendment) Ordinances 2016 and 2017.  If the common law of Hong Kong had 
developed to the extent it has in England in this field this legislation may not have been 
needed.  
 
 

Conclusion 
 
 

Akhmedova v Akhmedov is a welcome decision clarifying that third party litigation funding 
may be used to support family law proceedings.  The access to justice and equality of arms 
arguments are as weighty in these proceedings as they are in others.  Indeed they are 
weightier because financial provision proceedings are not engaged in as a matter of choice in 
the same way as other civil litigation may be.  There is nothing special about family law 
litigation that justifies keeping third party litigation funding out of it.  There is a concern that 
funders might try to influence the management and settlement of the proceedings but this is 
a concern that applies to other forms of civil proceedings in equal measure.  The concern can 
be addressed in the same way through an effective system of regulation that makes clear 
what influence or right to be consulted funders may enjoy.  Knowles J’s apparent 
endorsement of the funder’s right to consent to settlement should not be accepted but it 
does not make the decision wrong.  From the point of view of clarifying the law the granting 
of leave to appeal would have been welcome but it is considered that the issue is clear enough 
that this decision should be treated as an accurate statement of the law. 
 
The judgment contains some interesting consideration of the standing of a defendant sued 
by a party backed by a litigation funder to stay or block the proceedings on the ground that 
they are being champertously maintained.  The appropriate view of this matter is not that 
maintenance and champerty is no abuse of process, only an issue between the parties to the 
funding agreement.  On the contrary maintenance and champerty, where proven, do 
constitute an abuse of process.  It just makes no sense to delay the trial through protracted 
satellite litigation commenced to determine whether there is an abuse of process and the 
defendant entitled to a stay.  The sensible approach is that taken by the Supreme Court of 
Ireland in O’Keeffe v Scales.29  The case should proceed to trial on the substantive issues.  If 
the defendant is successful in the litigation maintenance and champerty will be significant 
issues in its efforts to obtain a third party costs order against the funder pursuant to the 
jurisdiction conferred by section 51 of the Senior Courts Act 1981.  The right time to consider 
whether redress should be given to a party faced by improperly maintained litigation is when 
that litigation is shown to have been misconceived and the defendant’s ‘innocence’ is 
established.       
 
          

 
28 [2020] HKCFI 493. 
29 [1998] 1 IR 290 (SC). 



 


